
Is Your Lab Ready for an AI
Digital Pathology Workflow?
The future of pathology will be heavily influenced by digital applications, and 
laboratories must prepare their LIS for digital pathology and associated artificial 
intelligence applications. Our experts, Joe Nollar and Dan Angress, field questions 
on this hot topic:

Should labs be integrating digital pathology into workflow?
Joe Nollar: With the quickly evolving use of digital pathology imaging platforms and 
artificial intelligence tools, labs have the opportunity to increase case throughput, 
improve patient safety, and open new revenue streams.  Pathologists can use these 
innovative AI tools to prioritize cases that have been pre-selected as high risk. While 
every case is important, this technology represents a significant opportunity to use 
technology to reduce a lab’s risk of losing or misdiagnosing a critical case. Digital 
pathology can also be leveraged to expand lab revenue by performing technical 
and professional splits. The key to the successful implementation of these tools is 
integration with a digital pathology enabled lab information system.

Dan Angress: It’s important to underscore that we now have artificial intelligence 
tools that one can implement into the workflow environment to add even more 
value to the use of digital pathology. AI enhances the pathologist’s role by pre-
identifying categories of results and offering diagnostic direction. Also, we have 
shown in a published case study how digital pathology can drive revenue, including 
expanded CPT codes and potential new insurance billing codes.

How does AI work with digital pathology and the LIS?
Dan Angress: Artificial intelligence in digital pathology has opened up many 
opportunities. Algorithms essentially analyze the slides for you in ways your lab 
determines are most efficient including placing like slides in the same trays or 
sequestering likely complex cases. This leap in technology isn’t duplicating what 
the pathologist is doing; it is helping the pathologist to assess which cases may be 
problematic for them before they even see the case.

What are the benefits of an LIS that supports digital pathology?
Joe Nollar: Successful digital pathology system integration into your LIS lets 
the lab take advantage of improved case throughput, case triaging via artificial  
intelligence, integrated image analysis, streamlined slide logistics, integrated 
reporting (with images and analysis), digital secondary consultations and precision 
medicine collaboration, and pathologist workplace ergonomics.

For a deeper dive, visit www.XIFIN.com/DPLIS
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